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Peer-review is the core of the editorial process and the basis of
the publication system. The quality of peer-review depends on
the quality of the peer-reviewers. Peer reviewers are supposed
to ensure that journals publish high-quality science by evalu-
ating manuscripts and offering suggestions for improvement.
Peer-reviewers are typically selected based on their expertise
in the areas of research associated with the submitted manu-
scripts. Although being a peer-reviewer is sometimes frustrat-
ing, communication between authors, editors and reviewers in
the peer-review process determines the eventual success of the
publication; this communication should be formal, construc-
tive, honest and polite [1, 2]. Specific standards of formal and
ethical writing are necessary for peer-review. These standards
should be maintained throughout the review process of any
submitted paper in any particular journal.

Peer-review is considered a biased process with identified
defects [3–11]; some peer-reviewers are too young with lim-
ited experience, not all are equally skilled in the peer-review
process, and very few have had a formal training and assess-
ment methods for peer-review [1, 12, 13]. A growing body of
quantitative evidence showed violations of objectivity and
bias in the peer review process for reasons based on author
attributes such as language, institutional affiliation, nationali-
ty, and others, authors’ identity such as gender and sexuality,
and reviewers’ perceptions of the field such as territoriality
within field, personal gripes with authors, scientific dogma,
discontent/distrust of methodological advances [14, 15].
Occasionally, reviewers’ comments are rude or unprofession-
al; in a study, more than half of 1106 anonymous respondents
reported receiving at least one “unprofessional” review, and a
majority of those said they had received multiple problematic

comments including comments tended to personally target a
scientist, lack constructive criticism, or unnecessarily harsh or
cruel [15]. This editorial note aims to communicate to the
readers of the journal the unified set of rules for a good and
bad peer-review, and to emphasize on the avoidance and con-
sequences of a rude peer-review.

The good peer-review

A good peer-review should be objective, instructional and
informative. It should (1) include critical comments that
would be helpful to the editor to make his decision and to
the authors to improve their manuscript, (2) indicate the nov-
elty and significance of the work and if/how it adds to the
current literature, (3) identify major flaws in the study hypoth-
esis, materials and methods, techniques, approaches and sta-
tistics, (4) denote statements requiring clarification, (5) give
details for areas to be improved and list changes to be made,
(6) be written in formal and clear writing, well-structured and
extend at least one half to two pages, (7) number the points
and refer to pages, paragraphs of sections or lines in the man-
uscript, and (8) review all sections of the manuscript including
the citations and illustrations [1].

A good peer-reviewer should be responsible and reliable.
He/she should (1) accept promptly an invitation, (2) not turn
down any invitation for review, (3) return the peer-review on
time, (4) provide confidential comments to the editor if he/she
detects any misconduct such as plagiarism, unattributed work,
unethical procedures, or duplicate publication, and (5) dis-
close potential conflicts of interest, and decline the invitation
if there are any with the authors [1, 16].

A good reviewer should be polite, honest and clear to the
authors. He/she should (1) write clearly to be understood by
people whose native language is not English and avoid com-
plex or unusual words, (2) review the author’s work as if it
was their own and be fair in his/her comments to the editor as
if the authors might read them too and as if the reviewer signs
the peer-review, (3) respect confidentiality of the work and not
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use information from themanuscript prior to its publication, or
communicate about the manuscript with outsiders or the au-
thors [16].

The bad peer-review

A bad peer-review is non-objective, non-organized and non-
instructional or informative. It is a peer-review that (1) fails to
identify major flaws, to communicate criticism to authors to
improve their manuscript and to inform fraud to the editor, and
(2) does not review all manuscript sections including refer-
ences and illustrations. A bad peer-reviewer in medical writ-
ing practice is (1) a snapshot reviewer who only reads and
replies briefly if he likes or not the paper, (2) a mixed-signal
reviewer who is associated with a discrepancy between the
comments and the conclusion/recommendation of the review,
(3) a hidden-agenda reviewer who replies only confidential
comments to editor without comments to the authors or with
different comments to the authors from the confidential com-
ments to the editor, and (4) a reviewer who asks the authors
impossible requirements, expresses dishonest remarks and/or
discourages the authors [17].

The rude peer-review

A rude peer-review is unfair and biased for reasons unrelated
to the quality of the manuscript such as the nationality, gender,
English language criticism, opposite theory or conflicts of
interest [2, 18]. It is a discouraging, insulting, dishonest and
unhelpful review with impossible requests to the authors. It
may recommend acceptance of the manuscript with comments
that may make the authors give up in despair, or it may reject
the paper that otherwise has been quite favorably reviewed. A
rude review expresses prejudices, has conflicts of interest, or
the paper was not read carefully or thoroughly enough by the
reviewer. It includes overly negative wording or personal
comments, or overly brief and direct comments that give the
review an unfriendly tone. Rude reviews are pervasive and
sometimes harmful; rude reviewers offer condescending or
outright offensive comments, and/or urge the irrelevant cita-
tion of their own work [19].

A study surveyed science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) scientists that have submitted manu-
scripts to peer-review journals as first author to understand
the impacts of receiving unprofessional peer review com-
ments on the perception of scientific aptitude (confidence as
a scientist), productivity (publications per year) and career
advancement (ability to advance within the field). Over half
of participants reporting that they had received unprofessional
comments [15]. This study defined an unprofessional peer-
review comment as any statement that is unethical or

irrelevant to the nature of the study such as comments that
(1) lack constructive criticism, (2) are directed at the author(s)
rather than the nature or quality of the study, (3) use personal
opinions of the author(s)/study rather than evidence-based
criticism, or (4) are “mean-spirited” or cruel [15]. Women
and non-binary people were the most likely to report signifi-
cant delays in productivity after receiving unprofessional re-
views. This unprofessional behavior often occurs under the
cloak of anonymity and is being perpetuated by the scientific
community upon its members. Open reviews may help curtail
unprofessional comments, but more research on this topic is
necessary [20]. From the authors point of view, receiving a
pervasive review with negative comments – stereotype threats
[21], no matter how inaccurate they are, can create psycholog-
ical distress that, in turn, can result in self-doubt, impaired
performance, and delayed career advancement [19, 21, 22].
This effect is well documented, particularly on written aca-
demic tests; in more than 300 demonstrations, stereotype
threat has been shown to reduce test performance among neg-
atively stereotyped groups such as racial/ethnic minority stu-
dents and women in male-dominated fields [23]. It has also
been shown to undermine the quality of doctor-patient inter-
actions leading to worse health outcomes for patients [24], to
undermine athletic performance [25], driving performance
[26], and workplace success and well-being [27, 28].
Therefore, these threats in peer-review should be reduced to
zero.

Providing respectful comments is paramount in peer-re-
view, regardless of the manuscript’s overall quality. Most au-
thors made a substantial effort to conduct their study, prepare
and submit their paper, and usually they present their best
work for evaluation. Therefore, keeping a collegial and re-
spectful tone, showing appreciation of these efforts is manda-
tory [16]. Language problems should be brought up only if
they make the paper difficult to understand; but this should
done politely, and can be communicated with confidential
comments to the editor [2, 16, 18]. Native English speakers
have an advantage in paper writing and reviewing. It is always
a matter of huge respect that non-native English speakers can
conduct themselves so well in a ‘foreign’ language both for
journals and inmeetings. Reviewers should not make assump-
tions about the quality of a paper based on the authors’ na-
tionality and affiliations as this bias is racism. Instead, they
should focus on the research and communicate to the Editor if
the English is so poor that the paper cannot be reviewed or he/
she cannot provide feedback on the science [29].

Many journals have guidelines and codes for peer-review
and reviewers, but there’s also a lot of inconsistency when it
comes to how editors address inappropriate reviews. Some
journals allow the assigned editors the right not to pass unpro-
fessional or uncourteous comments to the authors, in contrast
to other journals that have policies that prevent the editor from
redacting anything, and they are obligated to present whatever
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the reviewer has written to the authors. Journal editors are
responsible for policing reviewer comments; researchers
should not be discouraged after receiving a rude peer review
but they should reply to the editor stating they have received a
not accurate and/or rude review of their work, and ask to be
assigned to another reviewer to evaluate their paper [18].

Open peer-review may be a solution to poor quality and
rude reviews. In a study, a sufficient number (76%) of re-
viewers agreed to have their name revealed to the authors
whose papers they reviewed, making open peer-review feasi-
ble. Non-blinded reviews were at least as good as blinded
reviews, and maybe of better quality, however, they were
more likely to recommend acceptance of the paper [30].

In conclusion, the peer review process is an essential step in
protecting the quality and integrity of scientific publications.
We are indebted to the reviewers who provide their voluntary,
qualified and responsible collaboration to the scholar peer-
review process. Being reviewer is sometimes frustrating, how-
ever, peer-review should interfere in a positive way with the
authors, and rude reviews with pervasive comments are
unacceptable.
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